AFX is LICENCING

AFX* has not one but two of the top rated T.V. shows in our licensed stable. The Fall Guy™ consistently rates in the nation’s top ten. We enter our second year with Fall Guy™ Stunt™ Sets and Accessories. Already a proven winner! And new for 1983 Aurora® introduces W.A.S.H.™ with an approximate weekly audience of 224 million people.

Aurora® AFX* has another winner:

T.R. (Designates A Trademark of TOYOFIETTH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION, USED WITH PERMISSION)

AFX is TRUCKING

Backed by a multi-million dollar T.V. advertising budget, Ryder™ is the most recognized name in the trucking industry. And in 1982, it became the most recognized name in model trucking… with the introduction of AFX® BIG RYDERS™!.. BIG RYDERS™, driven by modern day cowboys who race from coast to coast… BIG RYDERS™, that light up the night with their blazing headlights. BIG RYDERS™… not a toy for a limited age group, but a total system… A SYSTEM FOR ALL AGES.

*RYDER SYSTEMS EXCLUDED WITH PERMISSION

AFX is WALLCLIMBING

A New Dimension in Racing™… now in its second exciting year. We conquered the straightaway… the curve… the ramp… and now there's nowhere to go but up. AFX® LAZER 2000™ cars and tracks allow you to race where none have ever raced before. Up the wall… stop… start… complete control anywhere you want even through the loops. Race in a new dimension with AFX® Lazer 2000™ concept cars… CARS SO FAST THEY EVEN GO UP A WALL.

AFX is RACING

For more than 20 years Aurora® AFX® has been building and innovating a Model Motoring® system that today stands on its own as the recognized leader in the “road race” business. From classic corvettes… Lighted Flamethrowers™… Police cars with overhead flashing lights… racing rigs with trailers… stock car racing for four… all with proven Magna-traction™ speed and super gripping power… to Super G-Plus the ultimate in performance, design and speed. AFX® leaves the competition behind.

AFX in '83… licencing, trucking, wallclimbing and racing… the road and race system for your store.
The most powerful program in television history for over a decade.

- Televisions most honored show
- 81 Emmy nominations
- Top ratings on Network and syndicated Television
- Televisions most highly acclaimed all-star cast
- Weekly audience of approximately 224 million people
- Shown in some markets as many as 16 times per week

SET NO. 3002
CDN. NO. 36402 (2.74M)
CONTAINS
8 track sections (8"6") including
- Plug in terminal track
PLUS
- 2 variablespeed hand controllers
- 2 AFX MASH Vehicles
- U.L./CSA Safety Wall-Pak' with plug
- MASH hospital
- Scenic helicopter
- Guard Raids
- Complete maintenance and assembly instructions

T.M. TWENTIETH CENTURY-Fox Film Corporation,
Used with permission

NEW
Fall Guy - Hollywood Stunt Set

Be the Hollywood Stuntman... jump or crash in front of the cameras... Be the Bounty Hunter and use your skills to catch the bad guy... Be Cott Seavers... The Fall Guy.

SET NO. 20033 CONTAINS
- 14 Track Sections (14'6"") including Plug 
- Plug In Terminal Track
- 1 Fall Guy Shut Off Road
- 2 Variable Speed Hand Controllers
- UL/CSA Safety Wall Pak* with Plug
- 1 Fall Guy* Pick Up Truck
- 1 AFK Street Car
- 1 AFK Police Car Body Shell
- 1 Bounty Hunter™ Hazard Set with Bumps, Barrels and Barrier
- 1 Hollywood Stunt Set™
- 8 Snap In Guard Rails
- 2 Self Leveling Track Supports
- Hollywood Back Drop and Shooting "railer"
- Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions

FEATURING
- Police Car body shell and Hollywood Stunt Set.

© 1981, Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
LAZER 2000 WALL CLIMBER™ Double Loop

Featuring AFX® Lazer 2000™ cars. Cars so fast they even go up the wall and . . . through the loops. Now, race where none have ever raced before.

We've conquered the straightaway . . . the curve . . . the ramp . . . the wall . . . and now there's nowhere to go but . . . through the loops. AURORA® AFX® introduces for 1983 the most exciting off the ground race set with the Lazer 2000™ Wallclimber™ double loop set. Race where none have ever raced before.

CONTENTS —
SET NO. 33025
CDN. NO. 30425 (3.20M)
CONTAINS
10 track sections (10 7/8"
Including
• Plug in terminal track
• 2 Lazer 2000™ straight sections
• 2 Lazer 2000™ curve sections
• 2 Lazer 2000™ transition sections
PLUS
• 2 Lazer 2000™ loop sets
• 2 Lazer 2000™ cars
• 2 Variable speed hand controllers
• UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak®
• Snap in Lazer 2000™ guardrails
• Complete Assembly and Maintenance instructions
The hottest AFX® introduction for 1983. Featuring the AFX® Fire Chief and the AFX® Ladder Co. No. 1 Fire Engine. Both with overhead lights to simulate real hot play action.

AFX® once again establishes ourselves as the leader in innovation with this exciting fire engine play set. This hot issue features our fire chief car with alternating overhead flashing lights and the ladder Co. No. 1 fire engine with overhead light and extendable ladder.

CONTENTS:
- SET NO. 30066
- CD4 NO. 30-866 (320M)
- CONTENTS
  - 10 Track Sections (10'6") including
    - Plug in terminal track
    - 2 Variable speed hand controllers
    - UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak® with plug
    - AFX® Fire Chief car with overhead flashing lights
    - AFX® Fire Engine with light
    - 8 Snap in Guard Rails
    - Chipboard/Fire Station
    - Complete Assembly and Maintenance instructions
BIG RYDER
HO SCALE HIGHWAY TRUCKING SYSTEM

CROSS COUNTRY DISPATCH™
10 ACTION FEATURES
...the ultimate layout for fun-filled realistic cross-country trucking action.

Backed by a multi-million dollar T.V. advertising budget, Ryder is the most recognized name in the trucking industry. And in 1982, it became the most recognized name in model trucking... with the introduction of AFX BIG RYDERS™... BIG RYDERS™ driven by modern day cowboys who race from coast to coast... BIG RYDERS™ that light up the night with their blazing headlights.

And...there is no end to the fun, because Big Ryders™ Highway track can be combined with any existing or future AFX® track to build trucking empires without limit.

BIG RYDER™...not a toy for a limited age group...but a total system...A SYSTEM FOR ALL AGES.

INTERCITY HAULER™
4 ACTION FEATURES
...the ultimate starter layout for easy-to-expand trucking action.

 FEATUREING:
- Nite Ryder™ Cabs with Forward/Reverse and Operating Headlights
- 40' Ryder® Auto-Couple™ Trailers with Operating Coupling and Uncoupling
- 2 Extra Ryder® Auto-Couple™ Trailers
- 1-40' Flatbed with Load
- Single Lane Truck Terminal
- Double Lane Truck Terminal
- 1-40' Flatbed Flatbed with Two Removable Containers
- Container Load/Unload Terminal with Overhead Container Gantry
- 6 Unit Dispatch Centre
- Highway Bridge with Multi-Level Supports
- Hand Held Speed and Directional Controllers

WITH: Barrels + Highway Signs and Guard Rails + UL/CSA Safety Wall-Fall® + Plug-In Terminal Track + Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions.
Super Speed and super excitement with Super G-Plus™ cars... a challenging Grand Prix circuit. Designed to test the driver on the curves and showcase Super G’s phenomenal handling.

AFX CUSTOM EIGHT
The perfect introduction to model racing... with Magna-Track™ cars

SET NO. 20001  
CDN. NO. 20001 (2.74M)  
CONTAINS  
8 Track Sections (8") including  
- Plug In Terminal Track  
- 2 Variable Speed Hand Controllers  
- UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak™  
- 2 AFX™ Magna-Track™ cars  
- 6 Snap In Guard Rails  
- Complete Assembly and Maintenance instructions

AFX SUPER G-PLUS RACING

AFX 4-LANE DAYTONA
SET NO. 20018  
CDN. NO. 20018 (3.9M)  
CONTAINS  
12 Track Sections (12") including  
- Plug In Terminal Track  
PLUS  
- 2 AFX® Super G-Plus™ Cars  
- 2 Variable Speed Hand Controllers  
- UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak™  
- Track Supports  
- Snap In Guard Rails  
- Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions

AFX 4-LANE DAYTONA
SET NO. 2048  
CDN. NO. 2048 (7.8M)  
CONTAINS  
29 Track Sections (12") including  
- 2 Plug In Terminal Tracks  
PLUS  
- 4 Variable Speed Hand Controllers  
- UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak™ with Plug  
- 1 Four Lane Jumper Cable  
- 4 AFX® Stock Cars  
- 10 Snap In Guard Rails  
- 8 Self Leveling Track Supports  
- Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions

With an exciting new logo and package, AFX® offers the ultimate for the modelcar buff... AFX® 4-Lane Racing™.